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the x-wing is the most famous of the rebel alliance's starfighters. though it has undergone numerous
design changes, the x-wing has remained one of the most iconic of the star wars galaxy's signature
ships, and is a perfect example of the flexibility of the ilm special effects process. in this book, the x-

wing's development, construction, propulsion, and other key features are explored, and how the
"world's only x-wing" came into being. the most detailed and definitive study of the x-wing's design

ever, this book also includes new artworks and cross-sections of the x-wing, never-before-seen! the ilm
team creates some of the most amazing special effects in the movie industry. on set, the team builds

and operates some of the most complicated and sophisticated pieces of special effects equipment
ever. this book explores the creation of the space shuttle, the land speeder, and other vehicles from
the star wars universe. the film and television industries have never seen anything quite like the ilm
special effects process, and this book reveals the secrets of how it works. the ilm team is the most

creative and skilled in the world, and this book reveals their remarkable work. david west reynolds is
the author of several books, including #1 new york times bestseller star wars: episode i, the visual

dictionary. he holds a doctorate in classical archaeology from the university of michigan. an expert in
space exploration, reynolds is directing a project with a group of lunar and astrophysical scientists to
recover image data from a little-known 1973 soviet moon landing. he lives in marin county, california.
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The Millennium Falcon provides the backdrop to a vast array of adventures for both Star Wars films
and comics. The ship’s humble beginnings as a junk boat during the Great Galactic War are explored in

depth with never-before-seen artwork, allowing you to explore a time when both the Empire and
Republic took to the stars against a common enemy. You’ll be able to explore the ship on its many
voyages, including cargo runs, rescue missions, covert operations, and even a dangerous solo leg.

Many of the most popular Millennium Falcon starfighters such as the X-Wing, Y-Wing and A-Wing make
appearances in the film, and it is only fitting that we give you a close look at their origins. This new

artwork allows you to explore the design history of these iconic vessels and see how they came to be.
You've explored all of the galaxy. Now see its most spectacular cities. Travel to ancient civilizations in

the far-flung corners of the galaxy. Close-up images of the most stunning planets in the Star Wars
galaxy. Discover the locations that define the Star Wars galaxy.Completely reprogrammed with the
latest 3-D cross-section models from the Star Wars movie The Force Awakens, Star Wars: Complete

Cityscapes is the ultimate travel guide to the Star Wars galaxy. Includes the following locations: New
York City, Rey's home planet Jakku, the planet Tatooine, Luke Skywalker's homeworld of Alderaan, The
Ghost, The Sovereign, The Forest Moon of Endor, Hoth, Takodana, The Battle of Takodana, The Ewok
Village, Endor, The AT-ST, The Starkiller Base, Maz's Castle, Crayola, The Collector, Gold Base, and

more! 5ec8ef588b
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